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Summary

1. Matrix population models are tools for elucidating the association between demographic

processes and population dynamics. A large amount of useful theory pivots on the assumption of

equilibrium dynamics. The preceding transient is, however, of genuine conservation concern as it

encompasses the short-term impact of natural or anthropogenic disturbance on the population.

2. We review recent theoretical advances in deterministic transient analysis of matrix projection

models, considering how disturbance can alter population dynamics by provoking a new popula-

tion trajectory.

3. We illustrate these impacts using plant and vertebrate systems across contiguous and fragmented

landscapes.

4. Short-term responses are of fundamental relevance for applied ecology, because the time-scale of

transient effects is often similar to the length of many conservation projects. Investigation of the

immediate, post-disturbance phase is vital for understanding how population processes respond to

widespread disturbance in the short- and into the long term.

5. Synthesis and applications. Transient analysis is critical for understanding and predicting the

consequences of management activities. By considering short-term population responses to pertur-

bations, especially in long-lived species, managers can develop more informed strategies for species

harvesting or controlling of invasive species.

Key-words: asymptotic growth, inertia, Leslie matrix, momentum, stable-age structure,

stable-stage structure, transient growth

Introduction

Matrix projection analysis is a flexible tool for incorporating

the life history of an organism into a structured population

model (Caswell 2001). It has been influential in elucidating

how demographic processes impact population dynamics in

evolutionary ecology (Lande 1982; van Tienderen 2000) and

conservation biology (Morris & Doak 2002). The modelled

asymptotic growth k1 is an especially important population

parameter in matrix projection analysis. In a constant environ-

ment, k1 > 1 indicates that the population will eventually

increase whereas k1 < 1 indicates that the population will

decline to extinction. The assumption of fixed demographic

rates of survival, fertility and dispersal fails in natural popula-

tions, provoking development of stochastic alternatives (Tulja-

purkar 1990; Lande, Engen & Sæther 2003). However, it is not

always necessary for the conservation biologist to use complex

and data-intensive stochastic models: no model – no matter

how complex – can hope to mirror biological phenomena

exactly (Levins 1966). Simple models offer conceptual clarity,

and are an increasingly influential tool for rapid diagnosis of

the persistence probability of threatened populations and spe-

cies (Milner-Gulland & Rowcliffe 2007) or managing the

spread of re-introduced or non-native species (Bullock, Pywell*Correspondence author. E-mail: thomas.ezard@imperial.ac.uk
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& Coulson-Phillips 2008). Matrix-modelling approaches that

address questions like these often assess consider only equilib-

rium properties, but populations of conservation concern may

rarely be in an equilibrium state (Hastings 2004).

We review theoretical advances that focus specifically on the

short-term (i.e. transient), rather than equilibrium (i.e. asymp-

totic), state of the system. The deterministic approaches we

consider can provide substantial insight, and have the attrac-

tion of moving beyond simplistic equilibrium approaches

whilst maintaining the analytical tractability often lost in sto-

chastic modelling. We outline the foundations of asymptotic

analysis of population projection matrices (Caswell 2001

describes model construction extensively), and then describe

and illustrate the relevance of transient population dynamics

in applied ecology.

Asymptotic analysis

Despite criticisms concerning its lack of biological reality (e.g.

Stephens et al. 2002), asymptotic analysis ofmatrix population

models produces a number of informative quantities for

applied ecology (Table 1). Asymptotic growth k1 can provide

an accurate assessment of the best way to control an invasive

species (Bullock, Clear Hill & Silvertown 1994), the effect of

different herbicide treatments (Crone, Marler & Pearson

2009), whether harvesting of a species is sustainable (Ghimire

et al. 2008) or if a particular re-introduction approach is the

most effective for a declining species (Linares, Coma & Zabala

2008). Such comparisons can be taken further using sensitivi-

ties or elasticities (Table 1). Retrospective perturbation analy-

sis, such as a Life Table Response Experiment, suggests how

some desired difference among populations can be managed

for (Bruna &Oli 2005) or why certain populations are expand-

ing or declining to extinction (Cooch, Rockwell & Brault 2001;

Nicole, Brzosko & Till-Bottraud 2005). A related, but

philosophically different approach (Caswell 2000), is prospec-

tive perturbation analysis. Prospective analysis does not indi-

cate how the underlying demographic rates respond directly to

the environment, revealing simply what the effect on popula-

tion growthwould be if theywere changed (Silvertown, Franco

& Menges 1996). Prospective analysis can also be used to

inform management, for example in determining the least

damaging harvesting strategy for an exploited species (Rogers-

Bennett & Leaf 2006), how to enhance a particular life stage

transition (Norris & McCulloch 2003) or how best to target

control of an invasive species (Shea&Kelly 1988).

The limits of asymptotic analysis

Two key assumptions of asymptotic analyses are: (i) linear per-

turbations in sensitivity or elasticity analysis; and (ii) a stable

population structure (Table 1). Any change to a vital rate will

have nonlinear consequences for population growth (Hodgson

& Townley 2004) and the assumption of linear perturbations

infers infinitesimal change, making extrapolations to large

increases (say 20%) problematic. Hodgson & Townley’s

(2004) transfer-function approach assesses the inaccuracy of

analysis based on linear perturbations and also of demo-

graphic rate independence. (‘‘Integrated sensitivities’’, [van

Tienderen 1995] also correct for dependence among demo-

graphic rates, but assume linear perturbations). Although

applying nonlinear perturbations can affect model prediction

(Carslake, Townley & Hodgson 2009), neglecting a dynamic

population structure has been argued to alter conclusionsmore

(Caswell 2001, p. 615).

If the age-specific survival and fecundity rates are constant,

the discrepancy between observed and asymptotic population

structures declines exponentially over time as the population

Table 1. Summary of the asymptotic properties ofmatrixmodels (see Caswell 2001 for full details)

Measure Symbol Definition Biological meaning

Asymptotic growth k1, or

r = ln(k1)
The dominant (largest) eigenvalue of the

population transition matrix A

Eventual population growth rate

Stable distribution w The right eigenvector associated with k1,

rescaled such that all elements sum to unity

The post-transient proportion in each class

(age or stage)

Reproductive value v The left eigenvector associated with k1,
rescaled such that all elements are relative

to the first

Mean number of offspring produced from a

post-transient individual in each class

Sensitivity of k1 to

a matrix element

@k1
@aij

Linear approximation of the association

between a matrix element aij and k1.

Assumes linearity, hence infinitesimal

perturbation and stable population

structure. Lower-level sensitivities to the

demographic rates constitute matrix

elements can be calculated

The influence of aij on k1

Elasticity of k1 to

a matrix elements

@ log k1
@ log aij

As above, except association on a relative

scale

The relative influence aij on k1, enabling

direct comparisons of demographic rates

between survival (bounded between 0 and

1) and fecundities (bounded below at 0

only)
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converges on the stable age distribution. The initial condi-

tions of two populations might be very different, yet if the

demographic rates remain the same both will converge on

identical population structures (Cohen 1979b). However,

population projections for the two populations might change

markedly due to transient factors before convergence: there

will be different proportions of individuals in each part of the

population during this transient than under asymptotic, equi-

librium conditions. Asymptotic population structure infers

constant cohort size, but populations whose dynamics are

influenced by strong cohort effects are widespread (Lindström

& Kokko 2002) and the growth rates of such populations can

change markedly from one cohort to the next (Gaillard et al.

1997). To highlight the effect that consideration of a non-

equilibrium population structure has on the influence of

demographic rates on k1, Coulson et al. (2004) compared

elasticities that were weighted by the asymptotic, equilibrium

population structure (i.e. the stable age distribution) with

elasticities calculated using the observed population structure

in a given year. Simply changing one part of the calculation

enables the effect of the assumption of equilibrium structure

on demographic inference to be determined.

To illustrate how interpretation can change when dynamic

structures are considered, we constructed post-breeding popu-

lation transition matrices using individual-based data collected

since 1985 from the population of Soay sheep (Ovis aries) living

in Village Bay on Hirta in the St. Kilda archipelago, Scotland

(57º49¢, 8º34¢; see Clutton-Brock & Pemberton (2004) for com-

prehensive information on data-collection protocols). Each

population transition matrix A takes the form given in Ezard

et al. (2008) and a different A was constructed for each year

under consideration using observed demographic rates from

that year. Population size is defined here as the number of

sheep alive on 1 August annually, which is the boundary

between each ‘sheep year’. We calculated elasticities using the

asymptotic and observed population structures for each year

and refer to these quantities as equilibrium and non-equilib-

rium elasticities, respectively (Coulson et al. 2004).

The use of asymptotic elasticities does not optimally

describe population processes in this case because the popula-

tion does not appear to be converging on a stable equilibrium

due to fluctuations in abundance and age structure (Clutton-

Brock & Coulson 2002). The correlation between equilibrium

and non-equilibrium elasticities of k1 was significant but the

variance explained low (Fig. 1; b = 0Æ401, SE = 0Æ073,
P < 0Æ001, r2 = 0Æ158, from a GLM with identity link and a

squared variance function, the latter selected because the vari-

ance around non-equilibrium elasticities increased nonlinearly

as elasticities increased). In particular, the contributions of

lambs to k1 are consistently overestimated when elasticities are

calculated using the asymptotic rather than observed popula-

tion structure, whereas the converse is true for prime-aged indi-

viduals, whose relative influence on long-term population

growth is consistent across years and population structures

(Ezard et al. 2008). Thus, in this example, the use of asymp-

totic elasticities might direct more management and conserva-

tion efforts towards lambs compared with efforts driven by an

analysis that incorporates a dynamic population structure.

This sort of insight is arguably highly relevant to the manage-

ment of ungulates in eco-tourism and hunting industries.

Transient analysis

WHY TRANSIENTS DEMAND ANALYSIS

Analysis of non-equilibrium, transient dynamics has recently

been the focus of rapid theoretical developments (Table 2) of

particular interest in an applied context because natural dis-

turbances or management actions can disrupt life-history

traits in non-uniform ways across the life cycle. Empirical evi-

dence suggests that population structure is perturbed regu-

larly in nature (Bierzychudek 1999; Clutton-Brock & Coulson

2002) and may well occur more frequently than asymptotic

dynamics (Fox & Gurevitch 2000; Hastings 2004). Whilst the

wavefront of plant invasions consists entirely of dispersing

seeds that later progress through the life cycle, animal inva-

sions often begin with the age classes most likely to disperse

long distances (Shigesada & Kawasaki 1997). In exploited

species, size-selective commercial fishing can exacerbate abun-

dance fluctuations because the remnant population does not

contain the largest individuals most likely to reproduce suc-

cessfully (Anderson et al. 2008). Alternatively, the harvesting

of young moose (Alces alces) freed up resources for older,

more productive individuals, causing subsequent increases in

population size (Solberg et al. 1999).

Unlike asymptotic analogues, transient analysis focuses on

perturbations to the population structure rather than just on

demographic rates. Following disturbance, a population’s

dynamics will change in a ‘transient’ fashion according to fluc-

tuations in that structure until a new equilibrium is achieved.

As such, there can be a clear distinction between inference

drawn from asymptotic and transient analyses (McMahon &

Fig. 1. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium elasticities were only loosely

correlated in this Soay sheep population, which emphasizes how

assuming an asymptotic population structure can lead to misleading

management recommendations. Squares relate to lambs, circles to

yearlings, triangles to prime-aged individuals and diamonds to oldest

individuals; survival and fecundity are indicated by open and closed

symbols, respectively. The dashed line is y = x.
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Metcalf 2008); focusing solely on asymptotic dynamics can

lead to misleading results that affect management recommen-

dations.

PROPERTIES OF TRANSIENT DYNAMICS

Consider a population with three age classes in its stable struc-

ture that is growing rapidly (Fig. 2a). Such rapid growth could

pose a threat to habitat conditions, community interactions

and ecosystem functioning (Jefferies, Jano & Abraham 2006;

Sinclair et al. 2007). Thus, a manager might act to halt popula-

tion growth, i.e. induce stationary growth (Fig. 2b), by reduc-

ing reproduction or survival. When any management action

such as harvesting occurs, the once stable structure will not

match the new stable structure, inducing transient instability

(Fig. 2c). Sudden instability in population structure can pro-
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Fig. 2. Consider a population growing asymptotically until the probability of survival is changed to produce stationary asymptotic growth –

k1 = 1 (a), which can only happen if the population somehow transitions immediately to the new stable population structure (b). The oscillating

transient dynamics in (c) would only occur if the survival probability is changed but the population structure is not; (d) depicts the projected net

population size for the two scenarios in (b) and (c). Note how the population’s initial reaction to the changed survival probability produces a large

amplification (A) in abundance, an eventual net increase in abundance caused by populationmomentum (M) and non-negligible oscillations dur-

ing convergence to the new stable structure determined by the damping ratio, q.

Table 2. Summary of transient properties ofmatrixmodels

Measure Definition Biological meaning References

Transient growth kt ¼ 1
m ln

nm
n0

� �
. nm is the population structure

after m years

Transient population growth for a short

interval

Koons et al. 2005

Damping ratio q ¼ k1jk2j. k2 is the second-most dominant

eigenvalue and | | magnitude

The speed of convergence to the stable-age

distribution. Proportional to generation

time

Caswell 2001, p. 95

Inertia M ¼ eT v�1n0
� �

w1

� ��
eTn0
� �

. wm and vm
denote the right and left eigenvectors of

eigenvalue km and * denotes the complex

conjugate transpose

The eventual abundance of a population

with any historical structure relative to the

asymptotic expectation

Koons et al. 2007

Momentum A specific case of momentum for

populations with stationary long-term

trajectories

Koons et al. 2006b

Reactivity Maximal transient rate at which a population could grow or decline. Caswell &

Neubert 2005
Amplitude Maximum amplification in abundance (Amax), and the time at which Amax occurs
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duce a large transient response in total abundance known as

amplification (A in Fig. 2d). Although amplification suggests

that transients increase population trajectories, they can sup-

press population growth as well (when the transient generates

decreased trajectories compared to the asymptotic model, it is

referred to as ‘attenuation’ in Townley et al. 2007; Townley &

Hodgson 2008). The population structure will eventually con-

verge to the new stable structure assuming no subsequent

changes in underlying demographic rates (Fig. 2d). Before

convergence, however, abundance and population growth will

undergo transient fluctuations that have long-term effects on

net abundance via a phenomenon that Keyfitz (1971) called

‘population momentum’ (M in Fig. 2d, Table 2). Consider a

large ship attempting to turn east at a fixed point from a north-

erly course. By the time the ship achieves a perfect easterly

bearing, it will have drifted north of the intended turning point

as a result of the ship’s physical momentum. In a population

context, momentum could help or hinder a manager’s ability

to achieve immediate population goals (Koons, Rockwell &

Grand 2006b).

The initial transient response of a population to perturba-

tion (Fig. 2d), or of a newly established population, is some-

times examined using ‘maximal’ measures of dynamics that

could result from very large departures away from a stable

population structure. These include ‘reactivity’ (the maximal

transient rate at which a population could grow or decline), the

maximum amplification or attenuation in abundance (Amax),

and the time at which Amax occurs; collectively known as the

‘amplification envelope’ (Neubert & Caswell 1997; Caswell &

Neubert 2005). The Kreiss bound provides a lower bound for

maximal amplification (Townley et al. 2007; Townley &

Hodgson 2008).

PERTURBATION ANALYSIS FOR TRANSIENT DYNAMICS

Analysis of transient dynamics need not be limited to the early

response of a population to unstable population structure.

Several methods now exist for examining the response of

short-term population abundance and growth at any time step

(or time horizon) to a variety of realistic perturbations (Fox &

Gurevitch 2000; Yearsley 2004; Koons et al. 2005; Mertens

et al. 2006; Caswell 2007; Haridas & Tuljapurkar 2007).

Caswell’s (2007) matrix-calculus method serves as the most

comprehensive approach for examining the transient effects of

perturbations of linear, nonlinear, time-varying, stochastic and

subsidized systems.

All else being equal, the time to reach asymptotic conditions

is dictated by the initial population structure and damping

ratio q, an inherent property of an organism’s life cycle

(Fig. 2d, Table 2), which can be affected by model construc-

tion (e.g. choice of stage numbers; Tenhumberg, Tyre &

Rebarber 2009). Large values of q correspond to rapid

approaches to asymptotic conditions, and vice versa. As per-

turbations can change the demographic rates comprising a spe-

cies’ life cycle, they can change the damping ratio and time

spent in transient conditions as well (Caswell 2001, p. 244).

Perturbation analysis is thus a powerful tool for gaining insight

into the impacts that alternative policy and management

actions might have. The magnitude and duration of transient

dynamics created by an unstable population structure will

affect the asymptotic trajectory of abundance; a useful hypo-

thetical comparison is how the trajectory of abundance differs

relative to that of an otherwise identical population that always

resides in a stable population structure. The general rationale

is that a desired change has a lag before it becomes effective,

during which the population trajectory ‘drifts’ depending on

the historical population structure. Large magnitudes of such

‘population momentum’, i.e. M substantially below or above

1, respectively, signify populations whose long-term abun-

dance is greatly affected by historical population structure

(Koons, Holmes & Grand 2007). A negative elasticity value

indicates that increasing the demographic rate decreases M or

q, further reducing population size relative to an otherwise

equivalent population in its stable structure (M) or increasing

the time required to reach asymptotic conditions (q). In both

cases, decreasing the parameter produces the opposite effect.

Note that both the damping ratio and momentum elasticities

to matrix elements sum to zero, but not those to lower-level

parameters.

Taken in concert, analysis of these four measures (asymp-

totic growth, transient growth, damping ratio and popula-

tion momentum) can yield a thorough understanding of the

critical population processes in the short- and into the long

term.

INVASIVE PLANT EXAMPLE

This section illustrates how one might investigate the impor-

tance of demographic rates using various measures, based on a

model of the perennial monocarpic thistle Carduus nutans.

Neglecting the transient and focusing only on the eventual,

equilibrium state can ignore demographic rates that impact

key population processes in the immediate, post-disturbance

phase.

Carduus nutans has a life cycle that consists of seeds in

the seed bank (SB; n1), small rosettes (S; n2), medium

rosettes (M; n3) and large rosettes (L; n4). All rosettes have

a chance of flowering and reproducing in a year’s time, but

larger rosettes do so with greater success (see Shea & Kelly

1988). Jongejans et al. (2008) formulated a stage-structured

matrix model for C. nutans (Appendix S1, Supporting

Information). Self-contained MATLAB and R (R Develop-

ment Core Team 2009) code for this analysis is supplied as

Appendices S2 and S3 (Supporting information).

This population has an asymptotic population growth rate

of k1 = 1.75, stable population structure = [0.872 0.093

0.031 0.004] and reproductive value = [1 32 143 1084]. Thus,

in the long term, the population should grow rapidly (increas-

ing annually by 75%). Population control efforts based on

asymptotic elasticities would suggest that managers should

focus, in order of importance, on decreasing the chance of

seeds escaping from floral herbivory, the establishment of new

seeds from seedlings and survival of medium-sized individuals

(Fig. 3a).
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Yet, given thatC. nutans is an invasive weed outside its ende-

mic range, analysis of the transient dynamics following inva-

sion might be more applicable for management (Caswell

2007). The few large rosettes (<0Æ5%) in the final life-history

stage of a stable population have nearly all (>85%) of the

reproductive value. Subtle perturbations to population

structure could therefore have substantial impacts on popula-

tion performance. Invasion is, by definition, a process that

evolves from originally unstable conditions in plants, where

only the offspring can disperse naturally. For the sake of exam-

ple, consider an initial invasion of one dormant seed (popula-

tion structure = 1 0 0 0½ �). The average rate of transient
growth during the 5 years after invasion is 1Æ06, much lower

than k1. There are furthermore notable differences in rank

order of demographic rates: seedling establishment from new

seeds has the second highest influence on k1 but only the eighth

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Elasticities for (a) asymptotic population growth (k1); (b) average rate of transient growth during the 5 years after invasion 1
5 ln

n5
n0

� �
, where

nm is the population structure after m years; (c) the damping ratio (q); and (d) population momentum (M) for the Carduus nutans case study.

Neglecting the transient and focusing only on the eventual, equilibrium state can ignore demographic rates that impact population processes in

the short-term: here, seedbank-related variables impact the transient substantially whilst being relatively unimportant asymptotically.
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highest influence on transient growth over the five post-inva-

sion years. Rates associated with the seed bank influence tran-

sient growth much more than they do asymptotic growth

(Fig. 3a, b). Immediate control efforts might therefore be

directed at different demographic rates than those indicated by

an asymptotic analysis.

Management actions that change demographic rates will

also affect the duration of the transient before asymptotic con-

ditions are reached (q; Fig. 3c). For C. nutans, q = 2Æ64, and
is most sensitive to proportional changes in bolting of large

individuals and growth from small to large plants (Fig. 3d),

both of which are negative suggesting that increases to these

rates would increase the duration of the transient dynamics.

An invasion of seeds produces M = 0Æ08, i.e. the eventual

population size is 92% smaller than a hypothetical population

that always resided at the stable structure. Population momen-

tum is most sensitive to proportional changes in the establish-

ment of seedlings from new seeds and the seedbank as well as

new seeds entering the seedbank (Fig. 3d). Whilst an increase

in establishment of seedlings from new seeds further reduces

the eventual size of the perturbed population relative to the

hypothetical comparison, an increase in storage of seeds in the

seed bank would increase the perturbed population’s eventual

abundance.

By considering a variety of measures, the consequences of

any planned action aremore fully understood.

POPULATION TRANSIENTS IN FRAGMENTED

LANDSCAPES

Many species of conservation concern live in fragmented

landscapes, due to natural and ⁄or anthropogenic pressures.

Understanding the dynamics and persistence of small, iso-

lated populations requires explicit consideration of spatial

heterogeneity (Akçakaya & Sjorgen-Gulve 2000; Hanski &

Gaggiotti 2004). Empirical tests of the theory and its applica-

tion to wildlife conservation have mostly been limited to

approaches that do not explicitly consider local demographic

processes (e.g. patch occupancy models, Lopez & Pfister

2001). Spatial structure can, however, be incorporated in

matrix models using demographically structured metapopu-

lation models (Akçakaya & Sjorgen-Gulve 2000; Hunter &

Caswell 2005), sometimes referred to as the megamatrix

(Pascarella & Horvitz 1998; Stephens et al. 2002). Hunter &

Caswell’s (2005) vec-permutation matrix approach allows the

construction of a matrix-based metapopulation model using

demographic data from several local populations. Quantify-

ing the contribution of populations to the metapopulation is

achieved by decomposing the metapopulation projection

matrix into components that model local demography and

between-patch dispersal in the asymptotic (Caswell 2001) or

transient case (Caswell 2007). The inclusion of dispersal into

matrix models permits projection of population spread (Neu-

bert & Caswell 2000; Caswell, Lensink & Neubert 2003).

Although asymptotic methods can yield high predictive abil-

ity (Bullock et al. 2008), patch importance can fluctuate

markedly in the short-term, which impacts metapopulation

connectivity and therefore metapopulation dynamics. The

relative importance of sites can differ between long- and

short-term dynamics even when the demography remains

constant (Ozgul et al. 2009). As in contiguous landscapes,

analysis of short-term consequences increases understanding

of the population dynamics.

Models as part of the applied ecologist’s
toolbox

Management recommendations from mathematical models

and achievable field protocols are rarely concordant. The

power ofmodels often lies in their ability to determine the pop-

ulation consequences, as assumed by a model, of management

actions. Rather than a start- or end-point, population model-

ling ideally forms part of an integrated approach to applied

ecology (Milner-Gulland & Rowcliffe 2007). Appropriate per-

turbation analysis might identify a key demographic rate,

which in turnmight become the focus of data collection efforts,

which in turn might identify model limitations or flawed

assumptions. Exceedingly complex models (e.g. stochastic,

spatially-explicit, individual-based models) are often used in

conservation, butmay not always be necessary: simplermodels

can often provide sufficient detail and accuracy (Bullock et al.

2008). A rebuttal to the critique of a lack of biological realism

in asymptotic analysis (e.g. Stephens et al. 2002) often lies in

the flexibility of matrix modelling, which can eschew asymp-

totic analysis whilst retaining the analytical tractability of

deterministic approaches. Examples include incorporation of

interactions between harvesting and density dependence

(Barbraud et al. 2008), functional relationships between preda-

tor demographic rates and prey abundance (Henden et al.

2008) or achievable change per unit cost (Baxter et al. 2006).

Transient analysis of matrix models can be used to estimate

relevant elasticities amidst density dependence, environmental

stochasticity and many other conservation-relevant scenarios

(Caswell 2007). Analysis of transient dynamics forms a crucial

part of the applied ecologist’s toolbox, potentially elucidating

why asymptotic analysis can fail to approximate satisfactorily

the short-term, on-the-ground reality of conservation and

management. The differences between transient and asymp-

totic analysis reduce as the short-term blends into the medium-

and long term (Cohen 1979a,b). The boundaries between these

time frames depend, in part, upon the life history of the organ-

ism. Theoretical studies suggest that organisms with long gen-

eration times are more apt to experience: (i) longer durations

of transient dynamics (Koons et al. 2005); (ii) larger departures

in transient abundance and growth rates away from asymp-

totic conditions (Koons et al. 2005; Haridas & Tuljapurkar

2007); and (iii) larger magnitudes of population momentum

relative to those with short generation times (Koons, Grand &

Arnold 2006a;Koons et al. 2006b).

When considering mathematical models, ‘it is important

to match the time-scale of observation with the analysis’

(Hastings 2004, p. 40). In applied ecology, the period described

by the transient dynamics is likely to be the fundamental per-

iod of interest because it considers explicitly the ramifications
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of disturbance originating from abiotic, biotic and ⁄or anthro-
pogenic processes. Despite this, transients are not the be-all

and end-all: both asymptotic and transient analyses assume a

single perturbation to the system over the timeframe under

consideration. This may be nomore likely over 5 years than 50

or 500. Stochastic transient analysis has a role to play in sys-

tems characterized by numerous and repetitive disturbance,

but may be less than informative in non-data rich systems

when reliant on uninformed assumptions.

Conclusion

Analysis of transient dynamics is of particular relevance for

themanagement of species (i) in exploited populations; (ii) with

long generation times; and ⁄or (iii) subject to or part of a bio-

logical invasion. Analysis in a deterministic framework retains

analytical tractability. By investigating population processes in

the short- and long term, the tools reviewed here should help

provide more accurate answers to questions about population

management and conservation. For example, will reducing

exploitation of a particular life stage only have a lagged effect

on population growth? If individuals of a certain stage are

introduced to a population, will this stop the decline in popula-

tion size? Would individuals of a different stage provoke a

more rapid response?
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